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Abstract
Sociologists coined the term “anomie” to describe societies that are characterized by disintegration and deregulation. Extending beyond conceptualizations of anomie that conflate
the measurements of anomie as ‘a state of society’ and as a ‘state of mind’, we disentangle
these conceptualizations and develop an analysis and measure of this phenomenon focusing on anomie as a perception of the ‘state of society’. We propose that anomie encompasses two dimensions: a perceived breakdown in social fabric (i.e., disintegration as lack
of trust and erosion of moral standards) and a perceived breakdown in leadership (i.e.,
deregulation as lack of legitimacy and effectiveness of leadership). Across six studies we
present evidence for the validity of the new measure, the Perception of Anomie Scale
(PAS). Studies 1a and 1b provide evidence for the proposed factor structure and internal
consistency of PAS. Studies 2a-c provide evidence of convergent and discriminant validity.
Finally, assessing PAS in 28 countries, we show that PAS correlates with national indicators
of societal functioning and that PAS predicts national identification and well-being (Studies
3a & 3b). The broader implications of the anomie construct for the study of group processes
are discussed.
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Introduction
For more than a decade after the fall of the Soviet Union, many Eastern European countries
struggled with social and political instability. Consider Bulgaria, a country that changed its
entire political system in 1989. The term anomie was used to describe the state of society in
Bulgaria that emerged after the economy had collapsed and the political system struggled to
respond [1, 2]. Anomie has also been used to describe the state of society in countries undergoing massive structural change (e.g., Iran, see [3, 4]), countries that face major social or economic crises [5], countries with a long history of war (e.g., Yugoslavia, Iraq, Afghanistan, see
[6, 7]), or societies that face civil unrest (e.g., South Africa, [8]). Anomie has even been used to
describe social contexts with relative prosperity, but where income inequality has eroded social
capital and trust (e.g., the U.S., [9, 10, 11]), or where rapid economic growth has created instability and unrest (e.g., China, [12]).
Despite the fact that anomie is a common experience that many people and societies in the
world today share, to date there is no uniform conceptualization and operationalization of this
construct. In this paper, we first review the previous conceptualizations and operationalizations
of anomie and highlight their shortcomings. Starting from an operationalization of anomie as a
perception of the state of society, we develop a scale that disentangles anomie as a state of society from its outcomes at the individual level. In this way, we equip the field with a tool that can
be used to develop better insights into the nature of anomie and the experience of those who
live in a state of anomie.

Anomie: The Concept and its Measurement
Even though anomie has been conceptualized in different ways, perhaps the most well-known
approach is to define anomie as a state of society [9–11, 13]. Durkheim [13] proposed that anomie involves the breakdown of social regulation and the rise of moral disruption. Merton [9,
10] extended this thinking and proposed that anomie emerges from the discrepancy between
the cultural aspirations of people within a society and the legitimate means available to those
people to achieve them. Still focusing on the state of society, Messner and Rosenfeld [11] took a
slightly different approach to Merton and focused instead on anomie as a cultural obsession
with economic success, manifesting itself as a set of cultural values associated with individualism, achievement orientation, and fetishism of money.
Departing somewhat from this well-known work, some have defined anomie as a state of
mind. Scholars in this tradition have focused on anomie as an individual’s sense of self-toother alienation or distance [14], or as a set of beliefs, feelings and attitudes in the individual’s
mind [15, 16]. In general, these approaches to anomie revolve around a psychological state that
can be characterized as a tendency to be self-interested [17], to reject social norms [18, 19], or
to feel estranged or isolated from society [14, 20, 21]. In this conceptualization, anomie may
also include a sense that life is meaningless [21, 22], where feelings of purposelessness or powerlessness dominate (for reviews, see [19, 23]).
These different conceptualizations have informed different operationalizations of the concept of anomie, each with their own specific shortcomings. Relying on a conceptualization of
anomie as a state of mind has led to the problem that the measurement of anomie is identical
to the measurement of its individual-level outcomes (for a similar argument, see [19, 24, 25]).
For instance, anomie is inferred from individuals’ self-reported loneliness (e.g., “I feel all alone
these days”, see [20, 26, 27]), frustration (e.g., “I often feel awkward and out of place”, see [16,
28]), or powerlessness (e.g., “I have no control over my destiny”, see [27]). In general, the
conceptualization of anomie as a state of mind has yielded measures that depict personal
despair and confusion, frustration, meaninglessness, isolation, and powerlessness [19, 23, 24,
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29]. Arguably, by focusing on these individual-level symptoms or outcomes of anomie, the
analysis of the anomie phenomenon itself as a state of society has been overlooked in empirical
studies.
Similar measurement issues arose for those who proposed a conceptualization of anomie as
a state of society. These researchers typically operationalized and measured anomie by focusing
on the hypothesized outcomes (perhaps due to the difficulty of measuring the social structural
context directly, see [30]). For instance, researchers have measured anomie as the suicide or
homicide rate within a particular community or society [11, 31], the endorsement of cultural
values such as individualism and fetishism of money [32], or as uncertainty (e.g., “You can
never be certain of anything in life”, [19]). Therefore, both conceptualisations have generated a
mismatch between the conceptual and operational definitions of anomie.
Given that collective-level phenomena cannot be understood solely by studying individuallevel processes and outcomes [33–36], we argue that an appropriate measure of anomie must
distinguish between the collective-level phenomenon of anomie from its individual-level
outcomes.
We argue that anomie should be measured consistently and solely as a perception of society,
specifically a perception that the social and political conditions in society are crumbling. It is
important to note that in this operationalization we measure anomie not as a personal belief or
feeling but rather as a reflection of the societal state in individuals’ minds. It is also important
to note that anomie is not about the objective conditions of society but rather the perceived
conditions of society. That is, while there may be objective triggers for anomie (rapid societal
changes, [1, 2]; rapid economic growth or crises, [5]; economic inequality, [12]; domination of
cultural values on far-reaching economic goals/aspirations or high materialism, [9–11]; war or
civil conflict, [6–8]), these triggers lead to changes in perception that are then communicated
intersubjectively within the given context. That is, the formation of a collective phenomenon
depends on the extent to which individuals intersubjectively construct a shared perception of
their social world [37–39]. Our approach, therefore, focuses on the perceived state of society
and we argue that such perceptions are the basis from which individually-held beliefs shape,
and are influenced by, the collective consciousness (e.g., see [13, 40, 41]).

Anomie as a Perceived State of Society
In line with classic theorizing on anomie [9, 10, 13], in which social integration (e.g., strong
social fabric) and social regulation are considered to be two key components of a healthy society, we define anomie as a perception that a particular society has become disintegrated and
disregulated [42]. Extending classic theorizing and linking it to recent social and behavioral
research, we propose that disintegration involves a perception that society’s social fabric is
breaking down, including a perceived lack of trust and of moral standards [43–45]. Disregulation, on the other hand, involves a perception that leadership of a given society is breaking
down, that it is illegitimate and ineffective and that leaders no longer follow fair decision-making processes [46–50], including the perception that leaders do not represent and protect all
society members nor distribute resources fairly, and are ineffective in facilitating the collective
good [47–49].
We argue that the two dimensions of anomie, breakdown in social fabric and breakdown of
leadership, are highly interrelated and can be mutually reinforcing; when one dimension breaks
down, it will place additional weight on the other. More specifically, when leaders are viewed as
incapable of managing problems within society (ineffective leadership, for reviews, see [50, 51,
52, 53]), and as not representative of the society (illegitimate leadership, see [51, 54]), the cohesiveness of the broader social environment will be undermined. That is, many people feel that
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they are outsiders who do not receive fair and just consideration, a sentiment that undermines
a sense of belonging within the community. Therefore, breakdown in leadership can lead to
breakdown in social fabric. In a similar vein, Rothstein and Eek [55] found that when trust in
authorities diminishes, general trust in others is also eroded (also see [56]). Similarly, when the
social fabric is perceived to be breaking down it becomes more difficult to choose (legitimate)
leaders who are representative of all [47, 51, 57].
Thus, anomie arises when these two dimensions of a functioning society–effective leadership and strong social fabric–are perceived to be eroding. That is, we argue that anomie
emerges when both a breakdown in leadership and a breakdown of social fabric co-occur.
Concerning individual-level outcomes, we argue that anomie primarily undermines wellbeing and life satisfaction [58–60] and that it reduces happiness [61]. This is because individuals feel helpless and hopeless in their ability to work toward their desired goals [62–64]. Additionally, anomie perceptions should be associated with withdrawal from the broader social
context, including dis-identification with the superordinate group, or lower national identification [14, 65, 66]. This is because illegitimate and ineffective leaders weaken trust, leading to a
rapid decline in agreed upon moral norms which in turn damages cooperation within groups,
reducing engagement and identification [67–71] and creating schisms and fragmentation that
further perpetuate the withdrawal of individuals from society at large [72, 73]. For instance,
anomie was found to be high in the Netherlands during the mid-80s [74] and in post-communist Bulgaria [1]; according to these researchers, this high anomie was one of the main reasons
for political apathy and social withdrawal in these countries.

The Current Research
Across six studies we developed and validated a new scale of anomie—labeled the Perception
of Anomie Scale (PAS)—which operationalizes anomie as a perception of the state of society
encompassing two dimensions: the perceived breakdown of leadership and the perceived
breakdown of social fabric. In our measure of anomie, participants were asked to think about
their country and consider their agreement with a range of statements describing the perceptions of most individuals in their society (for a similar approach, see [27]).
Three series of studies were conducted to develop PAS and examine its psychometric properties. Specifically, an initial pool of items was identified using exploratory factor analysis
(Study 1a) after which we confirmed the factor structure of PAS (Study 1b) and examined its
convergent and discriminant validity (Studies 2a-2c).
Studies 3a and 3b examined PAS in 28 countries. In both of Studies 3a and 3b, in addition
to the analysis of individuals’ responses to PAS, we used multilevel modelling which aggregates
the individuals’ ratings at the country level, thereby capturing perceived anomie at the group
level. In Study 3a, we assessed whether anomie scores vary predictably by country and determined whether anomie, as measured by PAS, is associated with indicators of a nation’s economic and social condition, standard of living, and level of corruption. Finally, in Study 3b, we
focused on the predictive validity of PAS and examined whether anomie predicts well-being
and national identification.

Scale Construction and Psychometric Analysis: Studies 1a-1b
The aim of Studies 1a and 1b was to select scale items that best captured anomie in terms of its
two dimensions, breakdown of social fabric and breakdown of leadership. To achieve this, we
conducted exploratory factor analysis (Study 1a) and confirmatory factor analysis (Study 1b)
using two separate samples.
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Item generation procedure
Based on our theoretical framework, we generated items intended to capture two aspects of a
perceived breakdown in social fabric (perceptions of moral decline and lack of trust) and two
aspects of perceived breakdown in leadership (lack of legitimacy and effectiveness). Item generation was in part guided by our conceptual model and in part based on items adapted from previous scales. In some cases we modified items to update the wording. For instance, in an
attempt to modernize and minimize items’ length and syntactic complexity, Srole’s [14] item
“there’s little use writing to public officials because they aren’t really interested in the problems
of the average man”, was changed to “politicians don’t care about the problems of the average
person”. Out of the 32 items, 16 items were adapted from previous scales [14, 20, 23, 24, 27, 32,
75–79], and a further 16 items were generated by the authors. Item order was randomized to
cancel out any sequence effect (7 items for moral decline, 7 items for lack of trust, 11 items for
lack of effectiveness of leadership, and 7 items for lack of legitimacy of leadership).
We asked participants to indicate to what extent most others within their society would
agree or disagree with each of the statements on a seven-point Likert-type format from 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Items were keyed both negatively (13 items) and positively (19 items) to minimize response bias. We reverse-scored negatively keyed phrases to create a total score for anomie that can also be broken down into two subscales capturing
perceptions of the social fabric and leadership as separate factors. Higher mean scores indicated
perceptions of higher anomie.

Ethics statement
Both studies obtained ethical clearance from the School of Psychology at the University of
Queensland. Before completing the questionnaire, participants were informed about the aims
of the study. To indicate their consent, participants ticked a box and they were reminded that
they were free to withdraw at any stage without penalty. Participants were debriefed at the end
of the survey.

Participants
In Study 1a, participants were 199 first year psychology students from the University of
Queensland. They ranged in age from 16 to 48 (M = 19.58; SD = 4.96) including 149 females,
48 males, and two who did not report their gender. For Study 1b, 214 US citizens were
recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk, see [80]). Their age ranged from 18 to
80 (M = 36.54; SD = 11.96) with 106 females and 108 males.

Results
Exploratory factor analysis. Initially, we checked the factorability of the 32 items of anomie in the Australian sample. We found that the items were inter-correlated, with 107 correlations among 32 items that were higher than .30, suggesting reasonable factorability [81]. The
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy was .86 (acceptable coefficient is
.60 and higher) and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant (χ2 (666) = 2067.35, p <
.001). Both of these suggest good factorability of the correlation matrix and adequacy of the
number of participants for factor analysis [81, 82].
Our exploratory factor analysis consisted of three steps. First, we conducted an exploratory
factor analysis (unrotated Principal Axis Factoring [PAF], see [83]) and dropped two items
that failed to load. Second, exploratory factor analysis (direct oblimin rotation, see [81, 82];
Principal Axis Factoring [PAF], see [83]) on the remaining 30 items led us to drop another 15
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items that had high cross-loadings (higher than .30 loadings) on different factors. We chose
direct oblimin rotation because, theoretically, we would expect the components of anomie to
be related.
This analysis revealed two factors (as indicated by inspection of the scree plot) with high
eigenvalues (factor 1 = 3.96 and factor 2 = 1.82). The two-factor structure was consistent with
our theoretical model [42] and the two factors clearly represented the two theoretical dimensions of breakdown of social fabric and breakdown of leadership. Finally, in an attempt to (a)
create an economical and adequate measure, and (b) balance the two components of anomie
without prioritizing one over the other, we aimed to extract the same number of items to tap
the two components of each dimension of anomie (i.e., trust and moral decline for breakdown
of social fabric, and illegitimacy and ineffectiveness for breakdown of leadership). From the
remaining 15 items, we therefore deleted the three items with the lowest loadings.
A factor analysis on the remaining 12 items revealed a two-factor structure, explaining 43%
of the variance and all items loading above .40. The first factor consisted of items relating to the
breakdown in social fabric (lack of trust and moral decline) and the second factor consisted of
items relating to the breakdown in leadership (lack of regulation and lack of legitimacy). The
items, their factor loadings, and the origin of adapted items are presented in Table 1. Cronbach’s alpha indicated acceptable internal reliability for breakdown in social fabric (6 items,
α = .69), and breakdown in leadership (6 items, α = .74, and for the full anomie scale, α = .77).
The two dimensions of PAS were significantly but not highly correlated (r = .35, p < .001).
Confirmatory factor analysis. We next conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
using Analysis of Moment Structure (AMOS) on the US sample (Study 1b). Although the Chi
Square was significant (χ2/df = 1.83, p < .001), the two-factorial model resulted in acceptable
Table 1. The Items with Factor Loadings.
Items

Factor Loadings

Instruction: Think of Australian society and indicate to what extent do you agree
with the following statements?
In Australia today........
Breakdown of social fabric
1. People think that there are no clear moral standards to follow. (+) (Moral decline,
adapted from [23]).

.68

2. Everyone thinks of himself/herself and does not help others in need. (+) (Trust,
adapted from [77])

.66

3. Most of people think that if something works, it doesn’t really matter whether it is right
or wrong. (+) (Moral decline, adapted from [78])

.65

4. People do not know who they can trust and rely on. (+) (Trust, adapted from [14, 75,
77])

.62

5. Most of the people think that honesty doesn’t work all the time; dishonesty is
sometimes a better approach to get ahead. (+) (Moral decline, adapted from [78])

.62

6. People are cooperative. (-) (Trust, adapted from [20])

.48

Breakdown of Leadership
7. The government works towards the welfare of people. (-) (Effectiveness, adapted
from [76])

.75

8. The government is legitimate. (-) (Legitimacy)

.74

9. The government uses its power legitimately (-) (Legitimacy)

.73

10. Politicians don’t care about the problems of average person. (+)(Effectiveness,
adapted from [14, 75–77])

.70

11. The government laws and policies are effective (-) (Effectiveness)

.66

12. Some laws are not fair. (+) (Legitimacy, adapted from [76, 78])

.41

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158370.t001
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fit indices, mostly exceeding the .93 benchmark (comparative fit index [CFI] = .96; incremental
fit index [IFI] = .96; goodness of fit index [GFI] = .94; Tucker-Lewis index [TLI] = .95; normed
fit index [NFI] = .92) and the residual index falling below the .08 benchmark (root mean square
error of approximation [RMSEA] = .06). All factor loadings were above .60 (for breakdown of
social fabric: .61-.77; for breakdown of leadership: .60-.88). The indicators of the model fit and
factor loadings of the items confirm the suitability of the two-factorial model for PAS.
To examine whether or not the two-factorial model was better than a one-factorial solution,
we conducted another confirmatory factor analysis combining the two dimensions into a onefactorial structure which resulted in poorer factor loadings (from .41 to .81 with 5 items loading
between .41 to .50) and poor model fit (χ2/df = 6.23; CFI = .74; IFI = .74; GFI = .73; TLI = .68;
NFI = .71; RMSEA = .15). The result of chi-square difference test of competing models shows
that the two models are significantly different, and the two-factorial model significantly
improves the fit (χ2[5] = 246.83, p < .001). The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for twofactorial structure (AIC = 147.688) is also much lower than the one-factorial structure
(AIC = 384.522) confirming that the former is a better model fit.
In Study 1b, the internal reliability of PAS was satisfactory, with Cronbach’s alphas of .81
for breakdown in social fabric, .87 for breakdown in leadership, and .88 for the whole PAS. The
two dimensions were also significantly correlated, r = .55, p < .001.

Discussion
In Studies 1a and 1b, we developed a new measure of anomie (PAS) using both exploratory
and confirmatory factor analysis. Consistent with previous conceptual theorizing (see [13, 84]),
PAS captures two important dimensions related to anomie, breakdown in social fabric and
breakdown of leadership. We were also able to develop an internally consistent measure to capture individual perceptions of anomie as a state of society. We next turn to an examination of
the validity of the newly developed scale, assessing the convergent validity (Studies 2a-2b) and
discriminant validity (Study 2c) of PAS.

Convergent Validity: Studies 2a-2b
In the next two studies, as an assessment of convergent validity, we examined the relationships
between PAS and distinct but theoretically related measures. Anomie has been associated with
a sense of collective helplessness [21, 22] and collective hopelessness [1, 63]. Some have argued
that anomie reduces confidence in society, lowering perceived cohesion [13, 85, 86], and
increasing a belief that the world is dangerous and threatening [25, 85]. These constructs are
key features of an anomic society [9, 10] and should therefore correlate with PAS.
In Study 2a, we focused on convergent validity in an online sample from the US examining
the relationship between PAS and related constructs including collective helplessness and
hopelessness, social cohesion, and dangerous and threatening worldview. Extending on Study
2a, in Study 2b we aimed to replicate this same pattern of relationships in an Australian community sample.

Ethics statement
Both studies obtained ethical clearance from the School of Psychology at the University of
Queensland. The studies’ procedures and aims were explained in an information sheet and participants were asked to tick a box to indicate their consent to participate. Participants were
informed that participation was voluntary and that they were free to withdraw from the study
at any time without penalty. They were debriefed at the end of the survey.
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Participants
In Study 2a, we recruited 149 participants through Mechanical Turk. Participants were US citizens and their ages ranged from 18 to 66 (Mean = 35.07; SD = 11.69; 73 females). For Study 2b,
617 Australian participants were recruited using the Taverner social research institution platform (an independent Australian social research company). Data was collected online from a
pre-recruited panel of people across Australia. Participants were selected by invitation, with
the aim to achieve a representative sample according to age, gender and location (metropolitan
and non-metropolitan per state). Participants included 325 females and 292 males and their
ages ranged from 18 to 76 (Mean = 40.93, SD = 12.81).

Measures
Collective hopelessness and helplessness was measured with six items, three items to tap each
dimension. We developed the items and instructed participants to imagine their society (i.e.,
North America, Australia) while responding to items that tapped feelings of collective helplessness and hopelessness. Collective helplessness consisted of three items (“At the moment, people in America/Australia feel helpless”, “Americans/Australians feel that there is not much
they can do to change many important things in society”, and “Americans/Australians feel
helpless in dealing with the problems around them”). Collective hopelessness also consisted of
three items (“Americans/Australians look forward to the future without hope”, “At the
moment, people in America/Australia feel hopeless”, and “Americans/Australians have great
faith in the future”, reversed scored). Participants responded on a 7-point scale (1 = strongly
disagree; 7 = strongly agree). The scale had good internal consistency (α = .83 and .88 for the
North American and Australian sample, respectively), with higher scores indicating higher
feelings of collective helplessness and hopelessness.
Social cohesion was only measured in the North American sample (Study 2a) using five
items tapping community cohesion and trust (e.g., “people are willing to help their neighbors”
and “people here generally don’t get along with each other” [reversed], [87, 88]). Participants
responded using a 5-point scale (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree). Higher scores indicated higher perceived cohesion within society (α = .69).
Dangerous and threatening worldview was measured using a short version of the
dangerous and threatening worldview scale that included six items (e.g., “there are many
dangerous people in our society who will attack someone out of pure meanness”, [89, 90]).
Participants responded using a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). The
instructions asked participants to what extent they thought Americans/Australians agreed
with each statement. Higher scores represented an increased perception that the society was
dangerous and threatening (α = .81, .75 for the North American and Australian sample,
respectively).

Results
Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics and also the relationships between PAS and other constructs. In Study 2a, as expected, PAS showed significant (moderate to high in strength) positive relationships with collective helplessness and hopelessness (r = .58, p < .001), and
perceived dangerous and threatening worldview (r = .48, p < .001). A significant negative relationship (of moderate strength) was found with social cohesion (r = -.45, p < .001). In Study
2b, we replicated the results of Study 2a, obtaining significant and high positive correlations
between PAS and collective helplessness and hopelessness (r = .63, p < .001) and dangerous
and threatening worldview (r = .54, p < .001).
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Table 2. Descriptives and bivariate correlations.
US sample (Study 2a), N = 149
Descriptive

Correlation

Mean

SD

α

BSF

BL

Anomie

Breakdown of social fabric

4.02

.92

.74

-

-

-

Breakdown of leadership

4.95

1.06

.84

.31***

-

-

Anomie

4.48

.80

.81

.78***

.84***

-

Collective Helplessness and hopelessness

4.55

1.03

.83

.34***

.58***

.58***

Social cohesion

3.28

.58

.69

-.57***

-.18*

-.45***

Dangerous Worldview

4.25

1.09

.81

.44***

.35***

.48***

Australian community sample (Study 2b), N = 617
Descriptive

Correlation

Mean

SD

Mean

BSF

BL

Anomie

Breakdown of social fabric

4.24

1.06

.83

-

-

-

Breakdown of leadership

4.49

1.16

.84

.31***

-

-

Anomie

4.36

.90

.84

.79***

.83***

-

Collective Helplessness and hopelessness

4.31

1.15

.88

.56***

.47***

.63***

Dangerous Worldview

4.21

1.02

.75

.49***

.39***

.54***

BSF, breakdown of social fabric; BL, breakdown of leadership.
* at p < .05
*** at p < .001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158370.t002

Discussion
Providing evidence for the convergent validity of PAS in two samples from North America and
Australia, we found that PAS was positively related to collective helplessness and hopelessness
and positively related to perceptions that the world is a dangerous and threatening place. Furthermore, in the North American sample we found that PAS was associated with lower levels
of social cohesion. These findings confirm the convergent validity of our scale.

Convergent and Discriminant Validity: Study 2c
In Study 2c, we extended our analysis of convergent validity by comparing PAS to previous
measures of anomie. As noted in the introduction, existing measures of anomie focus mainly
on assessing the individual-level outcomes of anomie (see [11, 19, 23, 24, 25, 29, 31, 32]). Given
that we operationalize PAS as the perception of the state of society, our measure should be distinct from but also related to previous anomie scales such as those used by Srole [14] and
Agnew [75], both of which include items that tap anomie as both a state of mind and a state of
society. We therefore expected to find a relationship of moderate strength between PAS and
these established measures of anomie.
Furthermore, PAS should be associated with a general measure of social instability. Specifically, we expected to find a significant association between PAS and societal unease, a concern
that fundamental aspects of the society such as political power, trust in community and fellow
citizens, cohesion, and social and economic security are in decline [30].
To examine discriminant validity, we included a range of variables that should be distinct
from PAS. Given that anomie focuses on the internal state of society, rather than threats to it
from the outside, we measured collective angst—a fear that the future vitality of society is being
jeopardized by outsiders [91, 92]. We predicted that PAS would, at most, be only weakly related
to this type of collective angst.
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We also aimed to demonstrate that the PAS, with its focus on the perceived state of society,
is distinct from constructs assessing stable individual differences. Thus, we predicted that PAS
would have low to moderate correlations with individual difference constructs such as social
dominance orientation [93], perfectionism (i.e., having high personal standards and expectations, see [94, 95]), pessimism [96], and belief in a just world [97]. Similarly, there should only
be low to moderate correlations between PAS and constructs that measure personality traits
such as the Big Five (extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, and
openness to experience, [98]). Finally, we explored whether PAS might correlate with an individual’s educational level, gender, and political orientation.

Ethics statement
This study obtained ethical clearance from the School of Psychology at the University of
Queensland. The study’s procedure and aims were explained in the information sheet and participants were asked for their consent by ticking a box. Participants were told that participation
was voluntary and that they were free to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty.
They were debriefed at the end of the survey.

Participants
In this study, we recruited 285 participants from the USA through Mechanical Turk. They ranged in age from 19 to 77 (Mean = 22.40; SD = 11.79; 133 female).

Measures
The survey consisted of the same measures used in the convergent validity studies (Studies 2a2b) including collective helplessness and hopelessness (α = .91), social cohesion (α = .84), and
dangerous and threatening worldview (α = .86). In addition to our PAS scale (α = .87), we
included two other anomie scales: the anomie scales developed by Srole [14] and Agnew [75].
We also included measures of societal unease [30], collective angst about the threat posed by
outsiders [91, 92], social dominance orientation [99], perfectionism [95], pessimism [96], belief
in a just world [100], the Big Five [98], and political orientation. For all scales participants were
asked to provide their response on a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree).
Srole’s [14] anomie scale includes five items measuring five distinct components. Since we
adapted two of the items from Srole in our anomie scale including ineffectiveness of politicians
(item 10 in Table 1) and lack of trust in others (item 4 in Table 1), we did not include these two
items when calculating the mean score of the Srole’s scale. Three items remained which assess
individuals’ state of mind and are concerned with perceived lack of hope for the future, lack of
interest to pursue future goals, and loss of internalized values and meaninglessness. An example item is “Nowadays a person has to live pretty much for today and let tomorrow take care of
itself” (α = .74).
Agnew’s [75] anomie scale consists of eight items based on Srole’s [14] theoretical framework that anomie involves self-to-other alienation (i.e., anomie as a state of mind). This scale
assesses anomie as a one-dimensional construct depicting components of normlessness, powerlessness, and despair. We excluded two items from this scale that were adapted in our own
scale (items 4 and 10 in Table 1). Two examples of the remaining items are “I have had more
than my fair share of worries”, and “I don’t blame anyone for trying to grab all s/he can get in
this world” (α = .68).
Societal unease consists of 10 items that refer to the instability of society, drawing on six
major factors including distrust, loss of ideology, decline in political power, decline in sense of
community, socioeconomic vulnerability, and pessimism (e.g., “In our country there is not
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enough attention to people who are less well-off” and “American politics has a decreasing say
in matters important to citizens”, [30]) (α = .62). To adapt this to a North American context,
one item relating to the control of European Union over EU countries was removed.
Collective angst about the threat posed by outsiders was measured using Wohl and Branscombe’s [91] scale, which consists of five items (e.g., “I think the future of the American way
of life is under threat from abroad”, “I am concerned about the external threats to the American way of life”). Higher scores refer to higher collective angst about outside threats (α = .95).
Social dominance orientation was measured using the eight-item shortened version of the
SDO scale developed by Schmitt et al. ([99], e.g., “It’s OK if some groups have more of a chance
in life than others”). Higher scores indicate higher levels of social dominance orientation
(α = .82).
Perfectionism was measured using the perfectionism scale of Frost et al. [95], drawing on
two dimensions of perfectionism relating to personal standards and a preference for order and
structure. The scale consists of 13 items whereby ‘personal standards’ was measured with items
such as “I expect higher performance in my daily tasks than most people”. ‘Preference for
order and structure’ was assessed with items such as “I try to be an organized person”. The reliability of the scale was high when both subscales were combined (α = .90).
Pessimism was measured using the Extended Life Orientation Test (ELOT, [96]) which
includes nine items capturing a tendency to expect negative outcomes (e.g., “If something can
go wrong for me, it will” and “Things never work out the way I want them to”, α = .95). Higher
scores indicate higher pessimism.
Belief in a just world was measured using a seven-item measure developed by Lipkus [100]
(e.g., “I feel that people get what they deserve” and “I basically feel that the world is a fair
place”, α = .94).
Big Five personality factors were measured using a brief 10-item measure [98]. This scale
consists of five dimensions including extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional
stability, and openness to experience.
Demographics included level of education and political orientation. Three items were used
to measure three separate aspects of political orientation. Participants were asked to indicate
their political beliefs on a seven-point Likert response format from left/liberal to right/conservative on issues of economy (e.g., social welfare, government spending, tax cuts) and social
issues (e.g., immigration, homosexual marriage, abortion). The last item asked participants to
indicate how close they felt toward the USA’s two major political parties in seven-point
response format (1 = democrats; 7 = republicans).

Results
As can be seen in Table 3, similar to Study 2a and 2b, there was a moderate to high relationship
between PAS and constructs that should be theoretically related to anomie including collective
helplessness and hopelessness (r = .59, p < .001), cohesion (r = -.73, p < .001), and dangerous
and threatening worldview (r = .46, p < .001). With regard to previous anomie scales, PAS was
positively and moderately related to Srole’s [14] anomie scale (r = .55, p < .001) and Agnew’s
[75] anomie scale (r = .38, p < .001). Further confirming the convergent validity of PAS, there
was a high positive relationship between PAS and societal unease (r = .71, p < .001).
We conducted six exploratory factor analyses to examine whether PAS is different from
other anomie scales and related measures. We entered the PAS items with other measures separately in a series of factor analyses (using direct oblimin rotation and principle component
analysis). By and large, the results of exploratory factor analyses confirmed the two-factorial
structure of anomie and demonstrated that PAS distinctively loaded on two factors separate
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Table 3. Descriptives and bivariate correlations (Study 2c).
Variables

α

Mean

SD

BSF

BL

Anomie

BSF

.80

4.06

1.02

-

-

-

BL

.86

4.65

1.11

.49***

-

-

Anomie

.87

4.36

.92

.85***

.88***

-

Helplessness and Hopelessness

.91

3.89

1.30

.55***

.47***

.59***

Cohesion

.84

4.08

1.04

-.72***

-.54***

-.73***

Dangerous World View

.86

3.88

1.24

.50***

.31***

.46***

Anomie Srole [14]

.74

4.25

1.16

.63***

.56***

.69***

Anomie Agnew [75]

.68

4.10

1.01

.58***

.35***

.54***

Societal Unease

.62

4.55

.96

.63***

.59***

.71***

Collective Angst about the threat posed by outsiders

.95

3.91

1.68

.20**

-.00

.10

Social dominance Orientation

.82

2.55

1.37

.13*

-.05

.04

Perfectionism

.90

4.62

1.02

-.06

-.13*

-.11

Pessimism

.95

3.13

1.36

.41***

.20***

.35***

Belief in just world

.94

3.88

1.32

-.27***

-.38***

-.36***

Emotional Stability

-

3.80

.77

-.12

-.11

-.13*

Extraversion

-

2.77

1.19

.31***

.16**

.26***

Conscientiousness

-

2.68

1.30

.32***

.23***

.32***

Agreeableness

-

4.48

1.76

.29***

.23***

.30***

Openness

-

4.13

1.16

.21***

.16**

.20**

Age

-

37.40

11.79

-.10

-.01

-.06

Education

-

5.53

.94

-.10

-.08

-.10

Political attitude (social issues)

-

3.61

1.82

.09

.07

.08

Political attitude (economic issues)

-

3.11

1.82

.06

-.06

-.04

Political attitude (political party)

-

3.24

1.77

.12*

.08

.09

BSF, breakdown of social fabric; BL, breakdown of leadership.
*at p < .05
** at p < .01
*** at p < .001.
Note. The Big-Five scale has only two items to measure each factor and this is probably the primary reason why the internal consistencies for the separate
factors were rather low. It should be noted that the original Gosling et al.’s [98] paper warns against diminished reliability of this very short scale. Given that
our primary interest is not personality assessment, we analyzed and reported the composite of the two items.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158370.t003

from Srole’s anomie scale, Agnew’s anomie scale, collective helplessness and hopelessness, dangerous and threatening worldview, and cohesion. The measure of societal unease and dangerous worldview did not load on a distinct factor, but did not solely load with PAS. The results of
the factor analyses confirm that PAS is distinct from other anomie measures or theoretically
related constructs.
Regarding discriminant validity, the results showed that PAS was distinct from theoretically
unrelated measures. There was a non-significant relationship between PAS and collective angst
about the threat posed by outsiders (r = .10, p = .117). Furthermore, PAS was not correlated
with social dominance orientation (r = .04, p = .560) and individual difference measure such as
perfectionism (r = -.11, p = .058). The results also showed that PAS moderately and positively
correlated with pessimism (r = .35, p < .001) and negatively with belief in a just world (r = -.36,
p < .001). PAS had low and negative correlation with emotional stability (r = -.13, p = .027)
and low to moderate positive correlations with extraversion (r = .26, p < .001), conscientiousness (r = .32, p < .001), agreeableness (r = .30, p < .001), and openness to experience (r = .20,
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p = .001). Finally, anomie was not related to gender (r = -.09, p = .129), age (r = -.06, p = .362),
education (r = -.10, p = .097), political orientation (r = -.04, p = .578; r = .08, p = .179 in economy and social issues respectively, ranging from left to right political ideology), or voting preference (r = .09, p = .137). The result of discriminant validity suggests that anomie is not simply
the product of individual differences such as the tendency to dislike imperfect situations, the
belief in a just world or the tendency to experience negative emotion.

Discussion
Study 2c provides further evidence for the convergent validity of PAS and novel evidence for
its discriminant validity. We replicated the result of Studies 2a-2b, showing significant relationships between PAS and collective helplessness and hopelessness, dangerous and threatening
worldview, and social cohesion. We also found that PAS was significantly related to established
measures of anomie that conflate the measurement of anomie with its outcomes and anomierelated collective-level constructs such as societal unease. The results of factor analyses also
confirmed that PAS is distinct from other measures and constructs.
Furthermore, we found evidence for the discriminant validity of PAS by showing that PAS
was distinct from other measures of negativity such as collective angst about the threat posed
by outsiders, and individual differences measures including social dominance orientation, personality traits, and political attitudes.

The Relation between Anomie and Indicators of Societal Stability:
Study 3a
Next, in Study 3a, we examined whether indicators of the social and economic stability of a
society are associated with anomie as measured by PAS. Drawing on samples taken from 28
countries, we predicted that PAS would be able to differentiate countries and that there would
be a positive relationship between PAS and country-level indicators tapping the malfunctioning of a social system. In particular, we focused on country-level indicators of corruption (indicating ineffective and often unfair leadership, see [101]), economic inequality [31], poverty [8],
socioeconomic status [8, 74, 102], and unemployment [2, 8, 102]. Since economic instability
and upheaval are predicted to fuel anomie perceptions [19], we predicted that there would be a
negative relationship between PAS and economic performance indicators such as Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) per capita. In addition, there should be a negative relationship
between PAS and indicators that depict a healthy and functioning society, such as indices tapping the standard of living [2, 102], quality of life, and equality [8, 103].

Ethics statement
This study obtained ethical clearance from the School of Psychology at the University of
Queensland. In addition to this ethical clearance, covering data collection in all countries, further ethics approvals were also obtained from countries that have ethics committees in place:
Canada (Research Ethics Board, Carleton University), Chile (School of Psychology, Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile), China (School of Psychology and Cognitive Science, East
China Normal University), Japan (School of Psychology, Nagoya University), the Netherlands
(Ethical Committee for Psychology, University of Groningen), Poland (Institute of Psychology,
University of Gdansk), Singapore (Institutional Review Board, Nanyang Technological University), South Africa (Human Research Ethics Committee [non-medical], University of the Witwatersrand), UK (School of Psychology, University of Exeter), and the US (Institutional
Review Board for Research Involving Human Subjects, University of Tennessee). Although the
remaining countries (Belgium, Brazil, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, India,
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Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Latvia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland) do not have ethical committees, data were collected in line with standard ethical guidelines, including reassuring participants of the confidentiality of responses, their anonymity, and their right to
withdraw without penalty. The study procedure and aim were explained in the information
sheet and participants were informed that by continuing with the questionnaire they were indicating their consent.

Participants
A total of 6112 undergraduate university students residing in 28 countries were recruited from
North America (Canada, and the US [one data set from Tennessee and one from Northern California]), South America (Chile, Brazil), Europe (Netherlands, UK, Spain, Italy, Germany [one
dataset from former East Germany and one from former West Germany], France, Denmark,
Finland, Switzerland, Belgium, Portugal, Poland, Hungary, Latvia), Asia (China, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, India, Pakistan), Middle East (Iran), Africa (South Africa), and Oceania (Australia). The original version of the survey was prepared in English and was translated
into the native languages of the respective countries if necessary using either back-translation
or panel methods. Data were collected using either online platforms or hard copy versions of
the questionnaires. The data collection process started in January 2014 and ended in February
2015. The mean age of the total sample was 22.48 (SD = 6.40; 65% female, see Table 4).

Measures
In addition to PAS (α = .83), we included indices of economic and social stability in each country.

Indicators of Social Stability
The Human Inequality Index developed by United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
refers to the level of inequality in health, education and income [104]. It measures the estimated inequalities in the distribution of education facilities, health facilities, and income
inequality. Higher coefficients indicate higher human inequality.
The Human Development Index (HDI) was used for the year 2013 [104] as a measure of a
country’s social and economic development. The HDI is used to rank countries using a value
between 0 and 1. The value is composed of life expectancy, education, and national income. A
higher coefficient indicates a higher rate of human development.

Indicators of Economic Stability
The Inequality-adjusted HDI (IHDI) combines two related measures of inequality and human
development (the HDI as above) and accounts for the loss in HDI due to inequality. The IHDI
looks beyond the average performance of a country and is considered to be a better indicator of
the potential for human development as it takes into account the distribution of resources
[104]. A higher coefficient indicates a higher rate of human development and a lower rate of
inequality.
Poverty was measured using the poverty index retrieved from The World Factbook [105].
This index provides the percentage of the population below the poverty line based on indicators such as financial security and the availability of basic necessities (e.g., food, water, education, and healthcare). A higher score indicates a higher rate of poverty.
Transparency (CPI, Corruption Perception Index) shows the annual rate of corruption in a
country based on expert assessments and opinion surveys [106]. A higher coefficient indicates
a lower rate of corruption and a higher rate of transparency.
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Table 4. Country-level descriptive statistics (Ordered based by PAS score).
Country

N

% female

Age (Mean)

BSF (Mean)

BL (Mean)

PAS (Mean)

α of PAS

C. btw Dim

Language of Questionnaire

Pakistan

150

0

18.92

5.03

5.28

5.15

.59

.18*

Urdu

South Africa

451

81

21.04

4.69

5.04

4.87

.78

.31***

English

Poland

180

72

27.72

4.32

5.37

4.85

.83

.42***

Polish

Hungary

160

18

24.75

4.74

4.92

4.83

.87

.48***

Hungarian

Italy

156

62

25.87

4.54

5.06

4.80

.79

.28***

Italian

Brazil

146

62

23.99

4.47

5.09

4.78

.71

.27***

Portuguese

Spain

277

73

35.66

4.04

5.45

4.74

.75

.15*

Spanish

France

150

83

19.53

4.74

4.61

4.68

.76

.28***

French

Iran

170

54

22.49

4.77

4.51

4.64

.79

.37***

Persian

Latvia

149

53

23.44

4.42

4.84

4.63

.75

.26**

Latvian

Portugal

160

71

22.24

4.10

5.18

4.63

.79

.12

Portuguese

India

145

66

20.47

4.79

4.41

4.59

.65

.30***

English

Chile

151

33

20.64

4.47

4.60

4.53

.78

.21**

Spanish

Japan

382

57

18.79

3.96

4.86

4.41

.77

.32***

Japanese

US, California

141

65

23.12

4.24

4.57

4.40

.79

.34***

English

Indonesia

557

77

21.42

4.12

4.61

4.37

.72

.31***

Indonesian

Malaysia

112

85

23.20

4.43

4.29

4.35

.77

.41***

Malay

Belgium

242

22

20.37

4.24

4.44

4.34

.78

.42***

French

US, Tennessee

178

46

19.41

4.15

4.39

4.27

.80

.39***

English

China

151

79

21.62

4.21

4.06

4.14

.83

.48***

Mandarin

Germany, East

147

72

22.14

4.00

3.95

3.97

.75

.30***

German

Australia

149

72

22.17

3.59

4.28

3.94

.77

.23**

English

Germany, West

175

69

21.97

3.94

3.93

3.93

.79

.29***

German

UK

74

76

19.50

3.69

4.08

3.87

.83

.40***

English

Singapore

193

66

21.66

4.16

3.44

3.80

.82

.29***

English

Canada

233

77

20.35

3.44

4.03

3.73

.83

.33***

English

Netherlands

208

79

19.35

3.77

3.69

3.73

.79

.39***

Dutch

Finland

113

77

25.58

3.65

3.73

3.69

.81

.44***

Finnish

Denmark

164

71

22.68

3.48

3.69

3.59

.87

.55***

Danish

Switzerland

448

64

24.13

3.68

3.46

3.57

.83

.42***

French

N, number of participants; BSF, breakdown of social fabric; BL, breakdown of leadership; C. btw Dim, correlations between dimensions.
*at p < .05
** at p < .01
*** at p < .001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158370.t004

The control of corruption index is used by the World Bank to assess the strength and effectiveness of corruption prevention measures [106]. This index is calculated based on 22 different
assessments and surveys [107]. A higher score indicates higher control of corruption.
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita is the value of all domestic goods and services
divided by the average (or midyear) population [107]. The values are converted at a market
exchange rate to USD. The GDP per capita shows a country’s standard of living, with higher
scores indicating a higher standard of living.
Unemployment was assessed using The World Factbook’s unemployment rate [105]. This is
calculated based on the number of people who are unemployed but have the capacity for
employment.
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The Youth Unemployment index is a similar index to the unemployment coefficient from
the World Factbook, but focuses on the percent of the total unemployed labour forces aged 15–
24 during 2013 [105].

Statistical Analysis
We analyzed relationships using multilevel modelling to obtain unbiased standard errors since
the data have a clustered structure, with individuals being nested within countries. We assessed
how PAS varies across countries and how it is associated with indicators of the health of a society across the 28 countries. To test this, we measured anomie at the individual level using PAS
and then included country-level indicators of social and economic stability. In a series of separate models using Stata 12, we examined whether each of the indicators was related to anomie.

Results
Descriptive statistics of the data and sample characteristics per country are shown in Table 4.
This table shows the number of participants for each country, the language in which the survey
was presented to participants, mean age of the participants, mean PAS score, as well as mean
scores on the two anomie dimensions and the correlations between them. Anomie as measured
by PAS was highest in Pakistan (M = 5.15 out of 7) and lowest in Switzerland (M = 3.57) and
Denmark (M = 3.59).
Consistent with our hypotheses, analyses of bivariate relationships revealed that PAS was
related to higher human inequality, lower standard of living or reduced HDI, lower inequality
adjusted HDI, higher poverty, lower transparency, lower corruption control, reduced GDP per
capita, and higher unemployment (see Table 5).
We next conducted a multilevel regression analysis (see Table 6), entering country-level variables as predictors in 10 separate models to examine the relationship between country-level
indicators of the social and economic stability (as independent variables) and individuals’ PAS
score (as the dependent variable). These country-level indicators were entered in separate models because some of the indicators of social and economic stability were highly correlated, making it problematic to include them together in a single model (this is because with 12
correlations higher than .75 [between .78 to .96] among 9 indicators of social and economic
instability, problems with multicollinearity would otherwise arise). We found that countrylevel indicators of social and economic stability including HDI, inequality adjusted HDI,
Table 5. Bivariate correlation between country-level indicators of the social and economic stability and PAS at the country-level (N = 30).
Breakdown of Social fabric

Breakdown of leadership

PAS

Human Inequality Index

.67***

.39 (p = .052)

.56**

Human Development Index (HDI)

-.69***

-.43*

-.60***

Inequality Adjusted HDI

-.70***

-.40*

-.59**

Poverty

.44*

.50**

.53**

Transparency (Corruption Index)

-.76***

-.61***

-.76***

Corruption control

-.77***

-.59**

-.74***

GDP per capita

-.74***

-.63***

-.75***

Unemployment

.28

.58**

.51**

Youth unemployment

.25

.63***

.53**

* p < .05 (two-tailed)
** p < .01 (two-tailed)
*** at p < .001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158370.t005
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Table 6. Multilevel regressions predicting PAS.
Parameters

Intercept

Coefﬁcient

Model 1: Country level predictors

4.33***

-

Model 2: Human Inequality Index

3.91***

.03**

Model 3: HDI

6.49***

-2.60***

Model 4: Inequality Adjusted HDI

5.70***

-1.89***

Model 5: Poverty

3.86***

.03**

Model 6: Transparency (Corruption index)

5.59***

-.02***

Model 7: Corruption control

4.64***

-.33***

Model 8: GDP per capita

4.81***

-.01***

Model 9: Unemployment

3.98***

.04**

Model 10: youth unemployment

3.99***

.02**

** at p < .01
*** at p < .001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158370.t006

transparency (corruption index), corruption control, and GDP per capita negatively predicted
PAS. On the other hand, human inequality, poverty, unemployment in the general population,
and youth unemployment positively predicted PAS, implying that higher poverty, unemployment, and inequality was associated with higher anomie.

Discussion
Drawing on a large cross-cultural sample we found that PAS meaningfully differentiated countries in terms of anomie in expected ways. We found that perceptions of anomie were lower in
countries that are known to be socially stable (e.g., Switzerland, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Canada), and higher in countries that were hard hit by recent economic crises (e.g., Portugal), countries with fast-growing economies and thus undergoing rapid social change (e.g.,
Brazil, India), countries that face internal conflict and unrest (Pakistan), and countries that
have experienced massive structural changes during recent decades (e.g., Iran, South Africa).
These results provide some initial evidence that PAS is able to differentiate countries in
meaningful ways. Importantly too, intuitive expectations about which countries should score
high and low in anomie were further confirmed in analyses examining the relationship between
anomie and indicators of economic and social stability. In Study 3a, we found that the indicators of corruption, standards of living, economic and human inequality, and economic condition (e.g., poverty and unemployment) were predictably related to anomie as measured by
PAS. In sum, and lending strong support to the validity of PAS, perceptions of anomie varied
across different social contexts and this variance can be explained in meaningful ways by societal functioning indicators.

Predictive Validity: Study 3b
As outlined before, anomie has been found to be associated with reduced well-being and lower
life satisfaction [58, 61, 64]. As such, we predicted that there would be a negative relationship
between anomie as measured by PAS and life satisfaction. Furthermore, because individuals
living in societies characterised by high anomie will tend to withdraw from the superordinate
group, anomie should be associated with reduced identification with one’s country [1, 74]. Evidence for these relationships would provide greater confidence in the predictive validity of
PAS.
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Measures
In the same cross-cultural sample reported in Study 3a, we measured national identification
and life satisfaction. Responses were recorded on seven-point Likert scales with endpoints
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
National Identification was assessed with four items adapted from Jetten, Spears, and Manstead [108]. An example item was “I identify with my country” (α = .86).
Life Satisfaction was measured using a five-item satisfaction with life scale [109]. Example
items were “I am satisfied with my life” and “In most ways my life is close to my ideal” (α = .83).

Results
Pearson correlations revealed that higher PAS was related to lower life satisfaction (r = -.28,
p < .001, R2 Linear = -.59, see Fig 1) and lower national identification (r = -.29, p < .001, R2
Linear = -.24, Fig 2).
We next examined the relationship between PAS and the predicted outcomes by accounting
for the variance of PAS between countries using multilevel modelling. To do so, we first centered individuals’ PAS scores with regards to their respective countries’ mean PAS score. This
is crucial for the interpretation of the intercept and slope parameters in a multilevel analysis
[110]. Next, using unstructured maximum likelihood estimation variance we entered the PAS
score at the individual level (fixed-effect parameters) as a predictor and centered PAS at the
country level (random-effect parameters) as a between-country variation factor. By introducing centered PAS as a random component, we are effectively allowing the slope to be different
for each country, estimating a separate regression line within each country.

Fig 1. Relation between PAS and life satisfaction across countries.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158370.g001
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Fig 2. Relation between PAS and identification across countries.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158370.g002

We conducted two separate models to investigate the effect of PAS on the predicted outcomes. In the first model we included life satisfaction as the level 1 dependent variable, PAS as
the level 1 independent variable, country as the level 2 variable, and centered PAS as a randomeffects parameter at level 2. This revealed a significant model (χ2 (1) = 169.11, p < .001) with
PAS (level 1 PAS) significantly predicting life satisfaction (B = -.31, p < .001). The analyses
yielded an intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) of .34 for life satisfaction. In other words, 34
percent of individuals’ life satisfaction was explained by centered PAS at the country level. In
the second model we examined the relationship between PAS and national identification. The
model was significant, χ2 (1) = 134.37, p < .001, and PAS significantly predicted national identification, B = -.46, p < .001. The analyses yielded an intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) of
.45.
We further examined whether PAS explained more variance in these predicted outcomes
compared to the country-level indicators of social and economic stability in Study 3a. To
achieve this, first we entered life satisfaction as the dependent variable and PAS along with
other social and economic stability indicators as independent variables at level 1 in nine separate models (see Table 7). We used these nine models in order to avoid multicollinearity problems associated with the indicators of social and economic stability (12 correlations higher
than .78 exist among the nine indicators of social and economic instability). We included country and PAS centered score at level 2. The result revealed that out of all independent variables
at level 1 across nine models, PAS was the only and the strongest predictor of life satisfaction
(B = -.30 to -.33, p < .001, see Table 7). Next, we repeated the same analysis for national identification. The result showed that PAS was most strongly associated with national identification
(B = -.44 to -.47, p < .001); while four country-level indicators of the social and economic
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Table 7. Multilevel regression predicting life satisfaction and national identification.

Parameters
Model 1a, 1b
Model 2a, 2b
Model 3a, 3b
Model 4a, 4b
Model 5a, 5b
Model 6a, 6b
Model 7a, 7b
Model 8a, 8b
Model 9a, 9b

Model A

Model B

DV: Life satisfaction

DV: identiﬁcation

PAS

-.33***

-.46***

Human inequality

-.01

.04**

PAS

-.32***

-.47***

HDI

.24

-2.83**

PAS

-.33***

-.47***

Inequality adjusted HDI

.47

-2.20**

PAS

-.30***

-.44***

Poverty

-.01

.01

PAS

-.31**

-.46***

Corruption

.01

-.01

PAS

-.31***

-.47***

Corruption control

.09

-.20*

PAS

-.31***

-.46***

GDP per capita

4.89

-7.90

PAS

-.32***

-.45***

Unemployment

-.01

-.01

PAS

-.32***

-.45***

Youth unemployment

-.01

-.01

* at p < .05
** at p < .01
*** at p < .001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0158370.t007

stability were also significantly related to national identification, there were so to a lesser extent
(human inequality: B = .04, p = .004; HDI: B = -2.83, p = .001, inequality adjusted HDI: B =
-2.20, p = .001, corruption control: B = -.20, p = .026, see Table 7).

Discussion
Study 3b focused on the predictive validity of PAS. We examined the effect of PAS on life satisfaction and national identification. At the individual level we found that higher PAS was associated with lower life satisfaction and lower national identification. Additionally, at the country
level we found that aggregate perceptions of anomie were associated with both lower wellbeing and lower identification with the superordinate group. The latter results provide good
evidence that it is anomie as a state of society and not just as a state of mind that is related to
psychological outcomes. PAS also predicted these outcomes over and above the country-level
social and economic indicators, highlighting the validity of focusing on perceived state of society rather than on social and economic indicators of society.

General Discussion
We set ourselves the task to develop a valid measure of anomie that would improve on previous
scales by measuring anomie without conflating it with its individual-level outcomes. Relying
on classical sociological theorizing on anomie [9–11, 13], we consider anomie as a perceived
state of society (also see [42]) and developed the Perception of Anomie Scale (PAS). This scale
aims to capture the two basic dimensions of anomie identified by Durkheim [13]: the perception of breakdown of social fabric and the perception of breakdown of leadership.
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We conducted six studies examining the psychometric properties of PAS. We first confirmed PAS’s factor structure using exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis (Studies 1a1b). We then provided evidence for the scale’s convergent and discriminant validity (Studies
2a-2c). As evidence for convergent validity, we showed in Studies 2a-2c that PAS correlated
moderately to highly with theoretically related measures. Specifically, PAS was positively correlated with other measures that also capture emotions and beliefs related to the state of society
such as collective hopelessness, collective helplessness, the endorsement of a worldview that
society is a dangerous and threatening place, and low perceived social cohesion (the latter was
measured only in Study 2a and 2c). Providing further evidence for the convergent validity of
PAS, in Study 2c it was found that PAS was also significantly and positively correlated with previous measures of anomie and societal unease. Evidence for the discriminant validity of PAS
was obtained in Study 2c. Here we showed that PAS is distinct from other measures from
which it should theoretically be distinct, such as collective angst about the threat posed by outsiders, individual differences in social dominance orientation, personality traits, and demographics including political attitudes, gender, age, and education.
In the final two studies, we found that PAS maps onto macro-level indicators of social and
economic stability and that it predicts individual-level outcomes. In study 3a, we found that PAS
corresponds with indicators of the social and economic stability of a country including corruption, standard of living, economic and human inequality, poverty, and unemployment. PAS
differentiated countries in a meaningful way: PAS scores were lower in countries that are commonly described as stable (e.g., Denmark, Switzerland, see [111]; or [107] for Worldwide Governance Indicators) in comparison with countries that are undergoing massive structural changes
(e.g., Iran, South Africa) or countries that have been hard hit by the recent global financial crisis
(e.g., Spain, Portugal). In Study 3b, we aimed to obtain evidence for the predictive validity of
PAS. Across 28 countries, PAS significantly predicted theoretically relevant outcomes including
life satisfaction and dis-identification from the superordinate group (i.e., national identification).
Using multilevel modelling, we found that PAS makes a unique contribution in explaining variance in these individual-level outcomes over and above country-level indicators of social and economic stability. This finding lends support to the importance of focusing on perceptions of
society and their role in predicting the individual-level outcomes of anomie.

Implications
By developing a new measure of anomie that separates the anomie construct from its consequences, we provide a more valid measure of anomie than has previously been available, gaining a number of important opportunities for advancing the current state of social research.
First, as a measure of societal instability, PAS can provide the opportunity to gain a better
understanding of the context of failing or troubled societies. This allows for theory development that is not possible when focusing only on stable social systems. Specifically, theoretical
frameworks that focus on perceptions of the state of society, such as social identity theory
[112], system justification theory [113, 114], and social dominance theory [93], have been
developed to explain group processes and intergroup relations against the backdrop of stability
and consensus on the status of various groups in society. In these theories, even if low-status
groups challenge the status quo and engage in collective protest to change status relations, they
do so in recognition that there is a status quo to be challenged and often within a largely orderly
and functioning society. However, in social contexts characterised by high anomie, political or
economic crises, war, revolutions, rapid social change, or high instability and chaos destabilize
any previously existing status quo [2, 8].As a result, the aforementioned theoretical frameworks
are ideally suited to explain processes that are evident in the context of relative stability but fall
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short of explaining processes typically observed in social contexts with high levels of anomie.
With PAS, we are in a better position to assess the features of these contexts that contribute to
anomie, facilitating new insights into previously understudied societal processes.
Second, the development of PAS provides novel insights into human behavior in destabilized and atomized social contexts. Drawing on the broader body of knowledge in our conceptual framework, we are in a good position to develop an analysis of anomie that accounts for
how individual- and societal-levels of analysis relate to each other and possibly interact [42].
More precisely, by measuring the perception of the state of society, PAS differentiates the understanding of the how people think about their societies from the individual outcomes that arise
in response to perceived anomie. This not only solves the longstanding problems with operationalizing the concept of anomie [19] but also serves as an impetus for future research on
how, why, and when anomie arises, and how it can be prevented or repaired.

Future Research and Limitations
With a better tool to capture the anomie construct per se, researchers can address a number of
novel and important research questions. First, by decoupling the anomie construct from its consequences, we can study their relationship more accurately and precisely. This is important as
there are large seas of uncharted territory in our understanding of anomie. For instance, although
the negative well-being consequences of anomie have been documented, processes relating to the
perception of anomie are poorly understood. In the present study we demonstrated that anomie
is associated with lower identification with the superordinate group (see Study 3b). In line with
previous research, we predict that when the superordinate group is viewed as a source of negative
identity incapable of achieving social harmony across different subgroups, these larger social psychological structures are likely to schism and break apart [115], escalating intergroup tensions
and chaos. This work would also have the potential to provide insights into the kinds of social
factors that may motivate the development of extremist groups.
Future research should also examine other consequences of anomie at the societal level. For
example, the relationship between anomie and the rise of authoritarianism [65, 116], and the
rising popularity of autocratic groups and parties when more democratic processes or groups
are perceived to be failing (e.g., rise of Nazism, see [116, 117]) are well-established in the literature. PAS provides a valid and reliable tool to further analyse this relationship and specifically
focusing on the process by which the transition between democracy and tyranny takes place.
Our research mainly focused on validating a measure of anomie, but future studies should
be wider in scope and, using PAS, examine how anomie develops and evolves within a society.
For instance, in our theoretical framework we suggest that anomie involves the interaction
between the breakdown of social fabric and the breakdown of leadership (also see [42]).
Although the interaction between the two dimensions was not examined in the current
research, interaction may play a significant role in the development of anomie. For instance,
perceived lack of trust and consensual moral standards within a given society could undermine
the collective consensus that the leadership is legitimate and effective. On the other hand, the
perception of illegitimate and ineffective leadership may undermine the perception that people
can be trusted. It would be useful to investigate whether and how such interactive processes
can trigger an increase in anomie, an understanding of which may be important in considering
ways to prevent or address anomie.

Conclusion
The main aim of this research was to develop and validate a new scale to measure anomie. Having achieved this, we are now better equipped to study contexts where societies are crumbling
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and unstable. Just as importantly, bringing this classic concept under closer scrutiny and developing a scale to measure it is an important first step for further theory building on how the
state of society affects individuals (for a similar argument, see [36]).
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